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IT department addresses network issues
By Kimberly Rupp
Contributor

Although “bandwidth” may be
something of a buzzword on campus,
running Taylor’s network is not a onedimensional process. Many components work hand-in-hand to provide
Internet access around campus.
According to Rob Linehan, Chief Information Ofﬁcer of Information Technology, a plan is in place to upgrade
Taylor’s bandwidth every two years.
The last upgrade was completed
in the fall of 2007 and increased the
bandwidth from 20 to 45 Mbps, or
millions of bits per second. The present budget calls for double the current
bandwidth by June 1, 2009.
But Linehan recognizes the immediate need for faster, more reliable Internet connections and is exploring the
possibility of upgrading sooner than
the planned date. “We know we need
more bandwidth … that is next on our
agenda,” he said.
One of the biggest hindrances to
improving bandwidth performance is
Taylor’s location.
“Location is a detriment here, because there are not a lot of competitors,” Linehan said. Right now, the
most cost-efﬁcient option is to continue with the current vendor, AT&T.
A second element of Taylor’s network is the ﬁltering system.
The Barracuda Web Filter was the
system previously used by Taylor. The
SPAM portion of the ﬁlter worked
well, but the content sector was over-

whelmed by the amount of connections, Linehan said.
In the process of seeking an alternative ﬁltering system, Taylor’s IT department questioned other colleges in
the Council for Christian Colleges and
Universities (CCCU) concerning what
they use for content ﬁltering.
As of this fall, Taylor’s network is
patrolled by the iPrism Web Filter system. “We are now ﬁltering with two
iPrisms,” Linehan said. The ﬁrst is for
University and lab trafﬁc, while the
second serves the student and residential network.
Some students have found the ﬁlters
too limiting.
“Students should be treated like
adults,” junior Katherine Gration said.
“I understand blocking illegal downloading sites and even porn sites … the
fact that I am blocked out of a site because of mature humor, digital media,
or entertainment, infuriates me.”
The ﬁltering system blocks Web sites
through several different categories
and the IT department chooses not to
limit its efﬁciency. “Generally, we don’t
want to get in and over-manage what
we’re paying for,” Linehan said.
In the past month, Information
Technology has made changes to improve Internet trafﬁc. The Package
Shaper is the system that prioritizes
Internet trafﬁc. A new version of the
software was installed on Sept. 24,
2008. “The new version of software
does a better job at managing the categories,” Linehan said.
With the new system, the Black-

board Academic Suite, myTaylor and
other academic sites are given ﬁrst
priority. Entertainment sites such as
YouTube, iTunes and Facebook are
medium priority.
Entertainment comes secondary to
academic functions, Linehan said.
“When there is an academic request,
we want to serve it,” he said. There are
times when students get a faster connection because there isn’t as much
academic work going on. Linehan encourages students to “use common
sense and judgment in downloading
ﬁles.”
“The main inconvenience it causes
me is strictly entertainment,” sophomore Matt Rasband said. “I understand that our entertainment comes
second to academic uses, but we pay a
lot to be here and this is our home for
nine months of the year. It would seem
that allowing for our entertainment
would be possible as well.”
Linehan said that Taylor’s IT department understands the students’
concerns and wants them to know the
process involved and the action being
taken.
“The reality is, whatever we put in
will alleviate the pain, but it will not
solve it,” Linehan said. “The question
has got to be: ‘What do we do for longterm bandwidth management?’”
While the solution is still being evaluated, Taylor’s IT department is committed to providing the Taylor community with the most efﬁcient Internet
performance.

By Stephanie Leis

entries. He has seen numerous ideas,
from complex ones like an online fashion network, to more peculiar ones,
such as a device that keeps ﬂies out of
the eyes of barn painters.
Ideas ranged from a community center to a Christian marketing agency to
a virtual infrared laptop. Other ideas
presented included hosting a political
awareness day for high school students
and a subcutaneous tracking device.
Sophomore Lamarcus Clay and
freshman Amber Adams presented
their idea for a Lam-Am chip, a tracking device with a built-in GPS system.
Both business majors, the engaged
couple hopes to start their own business after they get married. Clay said
that they eventually want to come up
with similar advanced technology that
would help people.
“God blessed us so we could bless
somebody else,” Clay said.
Freshman Greg Zimmerman won

TAYLOR NETWORK COMPONENTS
Bandwidth
Rate of data transfer. Upgrades scheduled every two
years – possibly sooner.
iPrism Web Filter System
Blocks illegal and inappropriate web content.
Package Shaper
Prioritizes Internet trafﬁc, giving ﬁrst priority to academic
sites (myTaylor, Blackboard)
and secondary priority to entertainment sites (Facebook,
YouTube, iTunes)

Illustration by David Yurkanin

More than just bandwith, Taylor’s Internet situation has three main issues.

Business Competition highlights student ingenuity
Contributor

Photo by Sarah Neel

Sophomore Jake Bourdon presents
his concept Wednesday night.

Glorifying God means cutting hair
to some and designing tracking devices to others. Taylor students saw the
gifts of creativity and service through
business concepts presented by their
fellow students on Wednesday night.
Eight sets of Taylor students researched and compiled information
not for a typical class assignment, but
to support their own ideas before a
panel of ﬁve judges.
Held on Wednesday night by the
Taylor Entrepreneurship Club (TEC),
the competition focused on showcasing the creative ideas of undergraduate
Taylor students.
Director of the Innovative Enterprises Program Mick Bates is the faculty advisor for TEC, and was in charge
of the competition. Every year, he enjoys listening to the wide variety of

ﬁrst place with his idea to sell car parts
online for auto collision ﬁrms that
store the unused parts in warehouses.
“I did it my senior year in high
school, working for auto collision ﬁrms
and selling their parts,” Zimmerman
said. This was just basically a spin-off
of that to make it bigger.”
Senior David Patterson earned second place recognition for his idea to
set up an independent consulting lab
employing Taylor students to provide
research and development for a company in Fort Wayne.
Third place went to sophomore Carolyn Gagliardi for her idea to send stylists into the mission ﬁeld to minister
to impoverished and abused women.
“When I was in Mexico, we worked
with orphanages there, (and) I got to
cut some of the kids’ hair,” Gagliardi
said. “Since I’ve always wanted to cut
hair, I was just thinking about how I
can use that to glorify God.”

Bates’ primary goal for the Business
Concept Competition involves bringing in other people from different majors.
“Students come from other areas,
outside of business because (they) are
the ones who are thinking creatively,
and they’re solving problems in different arenas,” Bates said.
Bates also wanted students to believe that their innovations have merit
and use this competition as an opportunity to expose their ideas to other
people.
Zimmerman said the competition
was a good opportunity for people to
get their ideas out, adding that most
of the people in TEC already own their
own businesses. He plans to start up
his own company over J-term based
on the idea he presented.
“It just starts with an idea and people that believe in you,” Zimmerman
said.

Taylor’s gas pains leads to excused absences
On Wednesday, for the ﬁrst time in one and a half years,
chapel was not held as planned in Rediger Auditorium.
Due to a gas leak, Rediger, as well as the Rupp Communication Arts Building and Smith-Hermanson Music Center, were evacuated. 11 o’clock classes in those buildings
were canceled, and chapel was held in the Student Union.
At approximately 9:35 a.m., contractors who were working to install the new light posts around campus unexpectedly hit a two-inch natural gas line at the curve of the Loop
near the northwest corner of the music building, said Gregg
Holloway, supervisor of contracting and purchasing.
Deputy Chief Tim Enyeart was notiﬁed shortly after the
break and arrived on scene to secure the premises. Enyeart
blocked off the street with his patrol car and then set off
the ﬁre alarm in order to evacuate the buildings. When the
ﬁre department arrived, they recommended that Rediger
Auditorium also be evacuated.
Soon afterwards, representatives from the gas company
arrived. Throughout the duration of the incident, a representative from the gas company was inside of the building
complex monitoring gas levels, and the amount of gas inside the buildings was never at an unsafe level.
Upland ﬁreﬁghters talk as workers from the gas company mend the broken pipeline.
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International students not lost in translation
By Benita Lee

Co-News Editor
For most of us at Taylor, the English
language is something that we never
have to think twice about. But for some
international students raised with another first language, it takes some getting used to.
These students come from different
countries all over the world, and they
bring to Taylor rich diversity and new
perspectives from unique cultures.
International students often attend
colleges in the United States to experience the American culture and lifestyle
— and to make their second language
second nature.
Freshman Susan Campbell, who grew
up in Hong Kong, is most comfortable
with Cantonese, a dialect of Chinese.
The 23-year-old was drawn to Taylor
because it offered the Art Education
major she wanted to pursue.
She did not learn how to read and
write in English until she was homeschooled in fifth grade.
“It was really strange how I, being

apparently American, could not read
or write English,” Campbell said. “I
still have trouble with writing, but I fell
in love with reading.”
Fortunately, languages come naturally to Campbell. She worked hard to
perfect her grasp on English and can
now speak the language fluently. She
began learning Mandarin a year ago,
and desires to study Spanish too.
“It’s easy for me,” Campbell said. “I
mimic people in the beginning, and
then I just pick it up.”
Outgoing and friendly, Campbell
loves meeting new people. But she also
keeps in touch with her roots by making it a point to speak Cantonese to
other international Taylor students.
Sophomore Dan Saldi is from Bolivia, and Spanish is his native tongue.
He experienced difficulties reading
and writing English in high school, and
had to repeat seventh grade because
his language skill was not up to par.
But he was determined to improve his
English, as he knew this would open
up more opportunities for him in the

future.
Having grown up in a Spanish-speaking culture before coming to Taylor,
Saldi had to transition and adapt to the
American culture last year.
“One of the things I’ve struggled with
is expressing myself in English,” Saldi
said. “In Spanish I’m very outgoing and
extroverted, while here I’m more of an
introvert because of my fear of making
a mistake in something I say.”
“Being away from home, I really miss
speaking Spanish,” Saldi said. “It’s a
great part of who I am, and I love expressing myself in Spanish.”
Upendra Kumar is another student
who does not consider English to be
his first language. India is his home
country, and Hindi is the language
he grew up with. What sets him apart
from other students is his 32 years of
age and the MBA degree he is here to
pursue.
Kumar learned English in sixth
grade, but all his classes were taught in
Hindi until college. He grew up in an
orphanage and pursued English with

determination after seeing how the
foreigners in India used the language.
Reading books aloud helped him to
improve, although he still struggles
with writing.
“The first thing is to be disciplined
and take your time,” Kumar said.
“Where your weakest points are …
work on them, don’t delay ... The more
time you put in, the faster you will
learn. Be consistent, that’s the most
important part.”
For junior Cartoon Givanon, who
has lived in several countries including Thailand, China, Japan and Korea, English is just one of the many
languages she speaks. Thai is her first
language, and English is her second,
but she also knows Japanese and Mandarin.
Givanon learned the basics of English in elementary school, but most of
her English education came later when
she attended an American high school
in China. She compares learning English to “playing a classical instrument,
like a violin”: the beginning is tough,

but it gradually gets easier with determination and perseverance.
“It was really hard at first, and you
have to work hard to get it to the point
where you are good,” Givanon said.
“You have to be really strong … sometimes you communicate to people and
they get the wrong message ... and they
get offended because you said something wrong unintentionally.”
Givanon’s transition to Taylor was
smooth, compared to her transition to
high school. In the past, she would not
speak up in school for fear of saying the
wrong thing and creating misunderstandings. But she feels comfortable
enough at Taylor to express her true
personality. She enjoys understanding
the American culture and lifestyle better, and loves meeting people from all
walks of life at Taylor.
“At Taylor, my English is so much
better … and I don’t feel the fear of
speaking something wrong,” Givanon
said. “I’m glad that people correct me
when I say something wrong … so I
learn from that.”

All’s well at the Well: a student’s perspective
By Cara Strickland
Contributor
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Sophomore Corrie Dvoratchek shows junior Cara Strickland how to properly use the rowing machines at the Well.

I like to think of myself as savvy.
Don’t we all? But put me in a room full
of exercise equipment capable of torture, and my bravado goes right out
the window.
At least, that’s what happened until
last week.
Yes, I admit it; I was one of those
people who worked out mostly on the
“female side” of the Well, scorning the
weights and machinery that might
kill me. After all, college is dangerous
enough, right? I’ll stick to the elliptical,
thank you very much.
All of this was before my Well orientation with Corrie Dvorchak, who had
offered to explain the mysteries of the
Well away.
I have often read that one of the most

effective ways to banish fear is to look
it full in the face and laugh. With that
in mind, I laced up my tennis shoes
and made my way to the KSAC.
Corrie shook my hand as we met
and reassured me about my safety.
We walked past the lengths of elliptical machines and treadmills and
she explained their various functions, strengths and weaknesses. We
hopped on the rowing machines and
she showed me the art of rowing with
finesse and a straight back. All of this
was very cheerful and productive.
It was then that we crossed over into
that forbidden territory populated with
professionals. Considering the demographic most often seen there, I might
dare to call it “no woman’s land.”
But all that was about to change.
Corrie left no machine confusing

and no weight scary. What had once
seemed like instruments of torture
now took the form of helpful tools
for achieving your goals and toning
your physique. Corrie left me with the
knowledge that I could do whatever I
needed to in the Well using any piece
of machinery that I required.
After she left, I grabbed my iPod and
hopped back on the rowing machine, a
new friend of mine, allowing the music
to give me a rhythm as I practiced my
form.
Now, when I enter the Well, I still
head to that row of ellipticals, but often, when I finish there, I walk confidently over to the free weights or resistance machines for a little strength
training to even out my workout. I’m
no longer afraid of being out of place.
I’ve seen and done it all—both sides.

How can I get a Well Orientation?
PHP students offer this service midway through each semester. Be on the lookout for communications through all-campus e-mail and News of the Day. Sign-ups will also be available on the front
counter at the Well. For questions about Well Orientations, please contact Larry Winterholter or
any member of the PHP department.
If you just can’t wait for spring semester, the Well staff is always happy to help you with questions.
Don’t let lack of information hold you back!

2WO brings women’s Backyard
Brawl championship back to TU

George Fox University
Doctoral Program in Clinical Psychology

psyd.georgefox.edu
Accredited by
the American Psychological Association
750 First St. NE, Washington DC 20002-4242
www.apa.org | 800-374-2721
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The women of Second West Olson’s flag football team shout out their team cheer after defeating IWU 8-6
in overtime. Taylor and IWU annual flag football championship, known as the “Backyard Brawl,” was held
Monday night at IWU. Phurst West lost in the men’s championship to IWU 40-6.
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Immigrants share stories of risky sacriﬁce
By Chris Anderson
Contributor

Imagine having to move to a foreign
country, alone, without a good grasp of
the local language, or without knowing when you will ever see your family again. Ironically, the very people
you have left behind are the ones that
you are trying to help by moving to a
strange land.
For many immigrants living in the
United States, this is a reality. Last
Thursday, students at Taylor heard
stories like these ﬁrsthand as two immigrants from Latin America spoke on
campus.
The two, Sandro from Peru and Herman from Colombia, shared about
how and why they came to the United States, and then shed light on the
troubles commonly faced by all immigrants.
Discrimination was one of the biggest factors mentioned; both suffered
the loss of jobs as a result of racial

prejudice. Even Miami, a city with
more Latinos than any other ethnic
group, still has discrimination, as
Sandro discovered. After quitting his
job in Miami because of unfair treatment, he moved to Fort Wayne with a
friend, where he started taking classes
at a local community college while he
learned English.
Restrictions on immigration became stricter after the terrorist attacks
on Sept. 11, and Sandro had to ﬁnd a
way to gain citizenship or risk being
deported back to Peru. The answer:
he decided to marry a woman he had
grown close to while in Fort Wayne.
Though he may not have been “in love”
with this woman, marriage is one of
the easiest and fastest ways to become
a legal citizen in the United States.
Another big problem that immigrants face is ﬁnancial debt. Many illegal immigrants hire someone to help
them cross the border without getting
caught. Called “coyotes,” these indi-

viduals charge thousands of dollars for
their help. Even if an immigrant makes
it safely across the border, he or she
has to worry about paying off the “coyote” before sending money back home
or paying for living expenses.
According to U.S. law, illegal immigrants can be intercepted trying
to cross the border four times before
anything happens to them. If an illegal
immigrant is caught a ﬁfth time, it becomes a federal offense and they can
be sent to jail.
What would drive someone to leave
his former life behind and take the
risk of coming to the United States?
According to Sandro and Herman, it
is about the money. Many workers in
Latin America earn no more than $3 a
day, which they have to use to support
their entire families. This low income,
along with the lack of workers’ rights
and no social mobility, leaves Latinos
with no choice but to immigrate to the
United States.

Getting a higher education is not a
viable alternative in many Latin American countries. The highly educated
have just as much, if not more trouble
ﬁnding jobs as the less educated.
Luke Harty, a senior who heard the
immigrants share their stories, said,
“The struggles and triumphs that deﬁned their journeys to and within the
United States are things that I never
even think about, much less deal with
… I know several illegal immigrants,
and the life they have in the United
States is often harder than it was in
their countries of origin, but it is often
better.”
Senior Kaitlyn Hillesland said students can learn a lot from the immigrants.
“They are willing to lose, sacriﬁce
and risk so much, and then give what
little they make to their families in
hopes of giving them a better life,” said
Hillesland. “Not many of us are that
selﬂess.”

tual vibes to their candidate of choice.
The global economic crisis has many,
such as the Peruvian shamans, worrying where their next meal will come
from. Everyone knows that as the U.S.
economy improves, so will their livelihoods. The United States plays a major role in the lives of billions of people
around the world, yet all they can do is
eagerly watch, hope, and pray that we
will elect the right candidate.
We are at a crux in the foreign policy
of the United States. This is the beginning of an era in which terrorism and
ideological conﬂict is at the center of
global violence. The next president
will undoubtedly have a huge impact
on how this struggle turns out, which

is why the world is so closely watching
both candidates.
In a poll conducted last month by
BBC World Service, which polled
22,500 people in 22 countries, Barack
Obama was the candidate of choice.
The world seems to support Obama
because they believe relations with
the United States will improve if he
is elected. On average, 46 percent of
those polled believed relations with
the United States would improve if he
is elected. Only 20 percent believed relations would improve if John McCain
is elected.
These results could be attributed
to several factors. Obama’s father is
from Kenya, which overwhelmingly
supported an Obama presidency. The
world may look at him as not so quintessentially American.
Also, the world widely disapproves
of President Bush. Obama is seen as a
change in party as well as a change in
policy.
Among Americans in the poll, 46
percent believed international relations would improve if Obama is elected, while 30 percent thought McCain
would improve relations.
Our relationship with the rest of the

world is a growing concern for Americans.. There seems to be an overall
feeling that America is declining and
we need to be more cooperative in order to survive in the 21st century. The
growth of China, the new aggression of
Russia, and the threat of extremist terrorists seem to be piling up against the
United States.
There is no doubt that the world is
developing and rapidly catching up
with the United States. But keep in
mind that the United States still leads
the world in several crucial factors. We
have an ability to constantly adapt and
innovate to stay one step ahead of the
game.
The next president will not be the
one who must plead with the rest of
the world or acquiesce to another superpower. If this happens, it is many
years in the future. We must realize
that we have entered a new period of
globalization, but the United States
will continue to be a leader for many
years to come.
The next president must improve
international relations, but this must
not come with the United States on
its knees. Rather, he should lead the
world into the 21st century.

A movie night has been planned for
Nov 12 where desserts like bubble tea
and egg tarts (a custard pastry) will be
served.
Since most of their information
and planning goes by word of mouth,
Campbell hopes the group will someday have radio advertisements and
announcements to promote its events.
Another future goal is to have one AAA
representative on each ﬂoor of each
dorm, Campbell said.
All these events are open to anyone

who has an interest in Asian cultures,
because AAA is not just for those who
are ethnic Asians. Sophomore Ruth
Keller, secretary of AAA, said, “Be willing to be diverse!”
“It is a group that gives all students
an opportunity to come together,”
Givanon said. “We’re all the same, but
yet we’re unique and different. I think
that diversity is really important. It
doesn’t matter what ethnicity or background we come from... we’re all God’s
creation.”

World watches U.S. election with careful scrutiny
Editorial
By Stephen Groves
World News Editor

This week, America will elect the
44th president of the United States.
The result of the election, however,
will ripple its effects far beyond our
borders.
The next president will change the
way the United States interacts with
the rest of the world, which is why the
world is keeping a close eye on this
election. Some have gone to extremes
in their obsession with the candidates,
such as the shamans in Peru who performed ceremonies to send good spiri-
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By Laura Vela
Contributor
with

Benita Lee

Co-News Editor
Last Thursday, the Asian Awareness
Association (AAA) hosted Wok Night,
their ﬁrst event of the year, in the dining commons. Organized biannually,
their theme for this semester was Japanese cuisine.
Different types of Japanese food such
as tofu soup, curry with rice, and sushi
were served while Japanese pop music
played in the background.
The night also featured a wide display of various aspects of Japanese culture. Tables were set up near the food
with manga (comic books), magazine
ads, and kimonos for those standing in

line to view. Several members of AAA
served food while others mingled with
the crowd, ready to answer questions
and discuss the culture and history.
Junior Daniel Orr translated students’
names into Japanese characters, giving out the hand-printed papers as
keepsakes.
The goal of the event was to promote
greater ethnic awareness for Taylor’s
campus community and to provide
students with the opportunity to experience a different culture and food.
“We want to educate students about
other cultures and history,” said junior
Cartoon Givanon, AAA’s President.
Freshman Susan Campbell, the public relations ofﬁcer for AAA, described
plans for future events including activities like movie nights and game nights.

Around The World
in 30 Seconds
Democratic Republic of Congo- Tens of thousands are ﬂeeing
rebel advances on the city of Goma
in eastern DRC. The United Nations is sending an envoy to both
DRC and Rwanda to attempt to
control the violence.
Zambia- The people of Zambia
voted to elect a new president on
Thursday. While votes are being
counted, the opposition leader,
Michael Sata, claimed there may
be rigging of the vote and said he
would not accept defeat.
Somalia- Five coordinated car
bomb attacks killed 29 people
on Wednesday. A Muslim cleric,
Sheikh Mohamed Ismail, has been
arrested and is being held over the
attacks.
Indonesia- Indonesia’s parliament passed an anti-pornography
law that bans images, talk, or gestures deemed pornographic. The
law was supported by Islamic parties worried about the moral degeneration in Indonesia. The law
also sparked protests by women’s
rights and non-Muslim groups,
citing that it stiﬂes freedom of expression.
Spain- A car bomb exploded in a
university parking lot in northern
Spain on Thursday. The blast injured at least 15 people. No deaths
were reported.
Syria- Thousands of people
marched through the streets of
Damascus protesting an alleged
U.S. raid of a village that killed
eight people. The Syrian government demanded that the United
States apologize for the attack, but
the U.S. State Department has refused to conﬁrm the attack.
India- A series of bomb explosions killed at least 64 people in
the northern state of Assam on
Thursday. No one has yet taken
responsibility for the attacks, although there are separatists guerrillas active in the area.
Afghanistan- A suicide bomber
killed several people at a government building in Kabul on Thursday. The Taliban claimed responsibility for the attack.
PakistanAn
earthquake
in southwestern Pakistan on
Wednesday has left up to 50,000
homeless and 215 dead. Rescuers
are still attempting to get supplies
into the remote region for the
thousands who have no shelter.
The Taliban in a northwestern
tribal district has vowed to lay
down their arms. The decision
came amid rising pressure by tribal leaders to stand up to Islamic
militants in the area.
Maldives- In the nation’s ﬁrst
democratic election, Asia’s longest
serving leader, Maumoon Abdul
Gayoom, ended his 30-year term
by admitting defeat. He desired
the transition to go smoothly and
congratulated the new president
Mohamed Nasheed.

Quote of the week ~
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.
For knowledge is limited,
whereas imagination embraces the entire world,
stimulating progress, giving birth to evolution.”
Photo by Sarah Neel
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Jr. Daniel Orr writes student’s names in Kanji during wok night in the DC.

~Albert Einstein~
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Don’t
be
a
Halloweenie
how to celebrate halloween the taylor way
: The DL on on Creepy Places

Get Your Spook On
By Blake Bachman CoLife&Times Editor

Around Upland

Today is Halloween, which, of course, means masses of candy corn, tootsie pops, outlandish costumes, bad jokes … and all
things spooky.
I must confess I know nothing about haunted or creepy places. I hate horror movies. I don’t know many “ghost stories.” (Boring, I know.) So, I consulted none other than THE Annie Nelson.
In case you don’t know Annie, she’s a sophomore here. She grew up in Upland, so she knows this area infinitely better than I
do. When I asked her if there were any “haunted places” nearby, she began rattling off a list.
“Well, there’s Spook’s Corner …” she began, casually. I listened as she told me the sad tale of a school bus crash. Apparently, a
bus full of children ran off the road one night and crashed into a tree, killing all on board. The story now is that if you drive on
that bridge, your car engine is supposed to stall and die, forcing you to listen to the screams and cries of the children.
Annie said she’s been there, but hasn’t experienced any of that. “I used to go there all the time as a kid, thinking, ‘Oh, it’s a
haunted place!’” She paused. “But it’s not really that scary …”
Another story lies in a small town near Matthews called Elizabeth Town. When you pass the Elizabeth Town sign, Elizabeth is
supposed to be standing by the sign in a black dress, staring at you. “You know, like … a ghost,” Annie said, “Straight up! A ghost.”
At the cemetery there, called Olive Branch Cemetery, you’re supposed to hear strange noises and see ghost-like shadows. Annie explained
that on the front row of the cemetery, there are 13 headstones. If you count down from 13, when you count back up, there are only 12 headstones.
Annie laughed, “The trick behind that is you usually forget to count the one you’re standing behind.”
The Hostess House in Marion is also imagined to be haunted. “This place is a restaurant now, open to the public … which is kind of weird because it’s haunted,”
Annie said. When you drive by on foggy nights, the woman who owned the house back in the day stares out the window (creepily, of course) in a long, white dress.
“There’s supposedly still blood on the stairs,” Annie added. “I don’t know how she died … I don’t really care.”
Annie listed several other haunted places, including the battlegrounds of Mississinewa.
“People just think it’s haunted and that you can still hear the people,” Annie said. “But only at night! Not during the day.” She paused, then added that “a lot of these stories
have to do with whether you’re tripping on acid or smoking weed … or not.”
Annie knows these things because she had friends in high school who “investigated,” and she went with them several times. She knows these stories, but she doesn’t believe
in any of them.
“Every time I’ve been to any of these places, what is supposed to happen didn’t happen. I don’t get scared because it’s stupid. If I’m with a group of people, I’m … with a group
of people. But if I was alone, I’d probably be scared to death,” she said. “It’s mind over matter.”
These stories fascinated me, so naturally, I googled them. They’re all there. In fact, there’s a Web site devoted to all the “haunted” places in the Hoosier State, called hauntedindiana.com. This Web site lists all the haunted places by county and has tabs for information, news, groups, and resources. I got some good laughs while I perused this, but it
mostly just fascinated me that some people devote their time to “ghost hunting.” It gave me a different perspective on the whole “spooky” side of Halloween.
So instead of trying to scare the Halloween socks off your roommate, I’d just stick to the candy and costumes tonight, kids.

Reade’s Resting Place
And That’s Not Your Head on the Desk

By Rachel Sawyer CoLife&Times Editor
The painted body outline on the sidewalk
isn’t the only dead man on campus. Let
the ghost stories begin: Taylor’s campus is
home to the grave of Thaddeus Reade.
Many of you probably recognize Reade
as the name of the building you hoped to
see in the class cancellation e-mails from
Wednesday, but the building is actually
named after one of the most influential
men in Taylor’s history, overseeing Taylor
through its greatest period of change.
Thaddeus “Thad” Reade was the president of Taylor University from 1893-1902.
He saw Taylor through the move from Fort
Wayne to Upland. Reade had the vision to
increase the spiritual depth of the campus,
to make the transition from a traditional
mainline Methodist school, and to be
more aligned with the developing, deeper
Thaddeus Reade
spiritual life branch of Methodist. And he
was the president while the great Sammy
Photo courtesy Taylor: The First 150 years
Morris was a student. “Sammy Morris was
his great find, for in Sammy Morris was the embodiment of much of what he was
trying to communicate to the students about the more intense spirituality,” said
William Ringenberg, Professor and Chair of the History Department.
Despite all he did for Taylor, sadly, Reade died while still president of the University.
“He sort of broke down,” Ringenberg said. “I remember seeing pictures of Reade,
then reading his grave stone out there and seeing how young he was when he died:
1846-1904. He’s only mid 50s, about like Abraham Lincoln when he died. He
looked like an old man. He really did wear out.”
Speaking of Reade’s grave, Ringenberg said, “What you’re seeing is what the university of the past thought would summarize his contribution to the school and the
essence of this personality.”
Living on the north end of Reade Avenue, family and friends thought it fitting to
put his final resting place on a campus he loved so dearly.
So the next time you’re out strolling around the Loop or playing Frisbee golf,
stop by and pay homage to the man that made your university what it is today and
gave a name to the building that may or may not the be the bane of your academic
existence.
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Campus Ghosts

:

Bowser’s Castle
By Adrienne Chaudoin Contributor
Halloween is a time for spooky graveyards, scary castles and haunted houses. The
usual Halloween open house would consist of one or more of these elements, but
after so many open houses, there has to be creativity involved. So why not take the
scary castle and make it a lair for a giant fire-breathing turtle with spikes on his
shell? That’s exactly what Second English did this year with their theme: Bowser’s
Castle.
The levels in Bowser’s castle were by far the scariest on Nintendo’s Super Mario
World. There were the ominous red doors, fireballs spitting up from the lava pit,
pipes that giant flowers called “Piranha plants,” turtle shells that spun out of control,
and giant bullets.
Second English transformed their halls not only to Bowser’s domain, but into
the actual game. Black paper lined Second Center with blocks, tubes with “Piranha
plants,” and ghosts. The ceilings had coins and boxes hung from them to give the
feeling you were Mario. Despite the numerous times people jumped up and hit their
heads on a question mark box, no one got a 1-up, but it sure did knock 1-down.
Following the arrows and signs saying “This way to Bowser,” I was nervous I would
have to fight the end guy. Right as I got to Second North, I found myself pushing
through the crowd of people around a chocolate fountain. Little did I know this was
a distraction ploy from Bowser himself. This five-foot tall Bowser was made out of a
wooden frame and stuffed clothes to proved a realistic version of the half dinosaur,
half turtle bad guy.
“He’s been set up for a few days now,” commented junior Tiffany Newlin. “Every
time I rounded the corner, I would jump. I saw a few other people doing the same
thing. He really is scary looking.”
Second English’s Halloween Open House is an annual event, put on entirely by
the freshmen on the floor. Attendees were encouraged to wear their costumes. Although not everyone dressed up, it still gave me a heads up on this year’s Halloween
costumes. I have noticed a trend in costumes beginning to develop over the last few
years. People don’t go as general ideas such as pirates, Indians, ghosts, and witches.
They’re getting more specific, especially in the famous people area. Tonight Sarah
Palin, Britney Spears, Ugly Betty, and Hillary Clinton were a few celebrities among
many to make an appearance.
If you’re sad you missed some great Nintendo characters, or wanted to get your
picture taken with Bowser, don’t worry. Second English isn’t going to take their
decorations down until after open house Halloween night, so stop on by to do some
trick-or-treating.

Friend or Not Friend?

By Steve Etheridge Opinions Editor
Deep in the hollows of the Upland campus hide a band of spooks and specters
with one thing on their translucent minds: doing somewhat scary things. They
came following 1984’s Paranormal Trail of Tears, incited by Bill Murray and Rick
Moranis, when leagues of ghosts drifted their way across the Midwest, 50 to 100 of
them settling in Upland.
The anguished moans and frantic whispers that resonate off the academic buildings late at night are not from the many DTRs or midnight sidewalk chalking
sprees, but rather marital disputes of the living dead. The mist that crawls across
Reade lawn has nothing to do with condensation or science, but is actually ghost
sneezes. The DC breadsticks that are mysteriously bereft of cheesy centers are —
get this — ghost breadsticks.
I know what you’re wondering: Is my soul going to be inhabited by no-good ghouligans? The answer, of course, is probably not, as these ghosts are amicable. Though
mischievous, they rarely cause any real harm — unless you’re wearing Crocs. Then
they’ll spook you so hard you’ll wish you were playing sardines with Freddy Krueger.
Legend has it the apparitions will stick around for 32 years and then disappear,
making this ghost town into a ghost-ghost town. If my math is correct (which it
should be; I’m an English major) the ghosts will leave in 2016 — just in time for
Vision 2016. Coincidence? Yes.
Though rarely mentioned, administration has been keen to the ghosts’ presence
for years now. In fact, there is an entire taskforce delegated to spooking the spooks.
They bait them towards Hartford City with Stay Puft marshmallows every Thursday night. You should watch some time. It’s a riot.
The ghosts are why students are discouraged from entering the steam tunnels. It
is reputed that they have PG-13 kissing parties down there, and believe me, ghost
kisses are disgusting!
If you encounter one of the ghosts, treat it with the same consideration you might
give to a campus dog. Offer it a cookie dipped in Mountain Dew or a piece of carpet
lint. If it refuses to go away, spray it with hairspray. Ghosts hate hairspray.

Fall Fashion

Juniors Emily Fischer and Jennifer Richards pose with Bowser.

Juniors Adrienne Chaudoin, Britani Nestel, and Tiffany Newlin show off their Halloween Costumes.
Photos by Sarah Neel

Graphic by Josh Kennedy

By Josh Kennedy A&E Editor
This fall season alone, hundreds of thousands of people will purchase magazines
telling them what styles to wear and where to buy them. Luckily for you, I’ve researched and compiled the perfect fall outfit for you, based on today’s fashion trends.
Just follow a few simple steps and you’ll be hip as a hipster in no time.
(Considering the vast difference between men’s and women’s fashions, I’ve
uniquely labeled each item – some could go both ways – because we all know about
the guy down the hall who wears the same style of jeans that your little sister wears,
sparkles and all.)
To get things rolling, we’ll work from the feet up. The best apparel for your feet
this fall is a tie between two highly different styles. While the ever-popular Crocs
are a lightweight alternative to sneakers, they don’t keep you very warm. And, of
course, it’s hard not to see the benefits of having vast amounts of different colored
fur on a pair of boots – for warmth, obviously. My solution? Combination! I call
them “Cruggs,” and they’ll keep you warm and stylish, a sure fit with any outfit.
Now that our toesies are nice and toasty, let’s head up yonder to the world of pants.
Who knew Five Iron Frenzy’s favorite item of clothing would prove to be such a vast
and complicated world!
After sifting through Apple Bottoms jeans (which totally go wit da Cruggs), bellbottom jeans (for that vintage look), and various styles of leather pants, I’ve decided
that the must-have waist-down item for the fall is the immaculate team of leggings
and miniskirts. This fashionable combination, an 80s throwback, keeps your bipeds warm while keeping you on top of your fashion game. Note: I realize that even
though men can wear women’s jeans, I’d have to advise against that in this case.
To match our beautifully clothed lower half, we’ll need something to keep our
northern hemisphere warm and cozy. There are two viable options for both men
and women.
The first option is the classic long-sleeve T-shirt with the puffy vest-coat-thing.
These “VCTs” come in billions of colors and are a definite must-have if you’re planning on going to that bonfire. Also, VCTs hold in the smell of smoke for multiple
washings, so everyone will know for weeks that you made s’mores.
The second option this season is any type of hooded sweatshirt with the name of a
college you don’t attend plastered on the front. Do you really like OSU but chose to
come to Taylor anyway? There’s a bright red hoodie for you. Have you dreamt about
playing for Notre Dame but decided to try and get drafted by the Trojans? Never
fear; you won’t be judged for sporting that angry looking leprechaun.
Now that our outfit is complete, we must accessorize. A viable accessory with any
sort of pant is a belt. Regardless of whether or not it actually goes through any belt
loops, it is an essential piece of the fashion puzzle.
Also, to help with the glare of the sun – we’re closer to it now then we were four
months ago – a pair of Shutter Shades allows for a cool, stylish, practical means of
protecting your eyes. It also makes driving very interesting.
For wrists, Coldplay offers a trendy series of rubber band-like items in different
colors. Bracelets never meant so much until Chris Martin started wearing them.
Finally, to top everything off, be sure to get yourself a nice, cozy hat. Indiana is
very windy, and what better way to beat winter’s fury than a Flappy Hat. These hats
truly give you the look of being totally intelligent. Also, lots of scarves.
And that’s all we have for today. Don’t forget to shop online for the best deals. And
remember, like I always say: “Fashion changes like the menu at the DC. If you miss
it this time, don’t worry – you’ll see it again.”
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TV feature story

TV post-writers’ strike
a synopsis
By Nick Rodemann
Contributor

It’s hard to believe that almost exactly a year ago the writers of America simultaneously laid down their
pens and shut down their computers
for over three months. The 20072008 Writers Guild of America
strike, so dubbed by Wikipedia, took
a dramatic toll on both the number
of episodes aired on television and
the overall script quality.
This season, however, the writers
are back and refreshed from their
time off. And the results are in: Give
them more money and they’ll write
better stories.
It’s becoming obvious that, as professional writers, they spent their
off-time solidifying plot lines, writing better jokes, and raising the bar
which had dropped so low for many
shows. (Seriously ... I know we all
loved the return of “American Gladiators” to the little screen, but even
that lasted less than a year!)
The obvious first example is “The
Office,” NBC’s breadwinner that has
quickly become an all-star of television comedy. Season four of “The

Office” was a complete roller coaster; at its lowest point, episodes like
“Dinner Party” exchanged the inneroffice setting for broken, unrealistic
scenarios.
Towards the season’s end, however, the writers returned and began
putting the pieces together for a real
episode or two. My favorites were
the hilariously tragic episode about
the “Chair Model,” and the hourlong finale appropriately titled,
“Goodbye, Toby.”
But nothing can really compare to
the premiere episode of season five.
The unpredictable, rain-soaked and
perfectly romantic engagement of
Jim and Pam surprised and delighted me. Each episode so far has kept
me interested, with old characters
moving in new directions and supporting characters given more focus.
“The Office” is back in full swing,
and I’m excited to see what’ll happen the rest of this season.
While we’re watching NBC, I can’t
forget the one below-the-radar
show that has completely captured
my heart: “Chuck.” If you’re like
me, and never wanted to even give
Chuck a chance, you should think

“Chuck” airs Mondays at 8 p.m. on NBC

Photo courtesy of chucktv.net

“Heroes” airs Mondays at 9 p.m. on NBC

again. The show’s leading man,
Chuck (played by Zachary Levi), is
a nerd whose mind is turned into a
government database. Believe me, it
makes sense. Loosely.
“Chuck’s” first season was classic
story setup, and while interesting,
never really broke out of a certain
annoying formula. That formula has
remained mostly unchanged in season two, but the writing has vastly
improved. At some point, I remember turning to a friend and exclaiming, “When did they get writers?!”
On Mondays at 8 p.m., Chuck is definitely becoming worth its time slot
right before “Heroes.”
“Heroes” is a strange show. It mixes attempts at “LOST”-like depth
with a comic book surrealism that
allows for incredible story telling,
but also has that cheesy “everything
is some amazing coincidence” feel to
it. Season one gave us a compelling
narrative with some unforgettable
scenes, but transitioned into coincidental storytelling for season two.
Second season suffered early on
due to a focus on story buildup rath-

Photo courtesy of nbc.com

er than the action and suspense delivered in the past. The writers were
reprimanded for this and threw together a shoddy finish with way too
many loose ends.
The great part about loose ends,
however, is how they’re dealt with
in the next season. Season three has
so far been a great improvement.
There have already been a multitude
of twists and turns, putting almost
every character into unfamiliar and
ironic situations.
Some characters are still fairly formulaic, but many of them are given
dialogue that is obviously striving
to be something more. “Heroes”
still has some story line connection
problems to overcome, but I think
they’re leading us to an amazing setup for next season.
The final show worth mentioning
this season is Fox’s “Prison Break.”
First of all, yes, they’ve broken out
of prison. Yes, they’re somehow on
season four. And for the record, I’ll
admit that I hated season three. The
plot of each episode kept things moving, but there were really no scenes

that I remember fondly as I did from
seasons one and two.
Season four, however, has propelled “Prison Break” to a level I
never thought possible. The writers
got their acts together and decided
to make the characters interact, to
give them purpose in life again. The
plot lines became tighter and well
thought out. I’m yelling and laughing at the screen again as the tension
reverts back to the “Prison Break” I
once knew. So if season three killed
your love for Fox’s now very poorlytitled show, I’d recommend giving it
another shot.
I believe these four shows have
shown the most notable changes
in this year’s line up. The writers’
strike may have ended last February,
but we’re finally seeing the creative
improvements this year. I hope you
all take advantage of the greatest revitalization in storytelling, dialogue
and character development we’ve
seen in years.
Oh, and House is still healing people. Just FYI.

anymore. That’s because it is the button (insert “oohs” and “ahhs” here).
While to the touch it doesn’t feel any
different from trackpads of the past,
the multi-function mouse-device is
much bigger and smoother than its
predecessors.
The second big change in Apple’s
bread and butter is the screen itself.
While screens in the past have been
made from fluorescent lights, the new
MacBooks host LED backlight technology, which enables the computers
to be thinner and light up instantly.
In addition, the glass plate stretches
seamlessly over the entire surface of
the screen, creating a beautiful, polished look.
The third and final feature is the
brains behind the MacBooks. In addition to longer battery life, Apple
implemented a brand new NVIDIA
GeForce 9400M graphics processor,
a new chipset and new logic board,
which allows for the computers to run

up to five times faster using less battery than previous MacBooks. Using
“Intel Core 2 Duo” technology, the
new Apple computers come standard
at 2.0 and 2.4 GHz with 2 GB DDR3
RAM. (That’s some of the faster “random access memory” on the market,
for those of you wondering.)
In addition to horsepower, the new
Macs are made without mercury, arsenic, or bromine, and are now packaged in 41 percent smaller packaging,
which saves millions of trees as well as
on shipping costs. Also, the majority
of parts within the laptops are recyclable.
As always, Apple is on the cutting
edge, leading the way for design, technology and innovation. While most PC
users complain about the price and
arrogance of Macs and their users,
they can’t deny that Apple machines
are beautifully crafted works of art
and technology. Apple must be doing
something right.

TECHNLOGY feature story

Apple’s newest toy
By Josh Kennedy
A&E Editor

Apple’s new 15 inch MacBook
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MOVIES feature story

As most of you probably heard, read
or experienced with your own bare
hands, Apple recently released their
new series of MacBooks earlier this
month.
The laptops feature a revolutionary
unibody design, using only one solid
piece of aluminum to form the main
chassis, and a single piece of glass for
the screen. The new design boasts a
more environmentally friendly computer, as well as a smart, stylish new
look.
The first thing you might notice
about the new MacBook is how light
it is. Apple spent countless hours and
dollars researching and testing different sizes and weights. Also, you might
notice that the body is less than one
inch thick – pretty impressive when
you realize how much power it’s packing.
Three new features stand out among
the rest. First up is the new MacBook
trackpad, which doesn’t have a button

“Response” to Dillon documentary
By Emily Moore
Contributor

The American Revolution started
with whispered ideas of rebellion over
tea. The French Revolution started
with angry shouts in the street. Musician Justin Dillon plans on starting a
revolution against human trafficking
with a song.
Before the Civil War in 1861, there
were nearly four million slaves in the
United States. Since then, the slave
market has grown almost seven times
that amount. “CALL+RESPONSE” is
Dillon’s reaction to that figure.
A synopsis from the Web site explains: “CALL+RESPONSE” is a firstof-its-kind feature documentary film
that reveals the world’s 27 million

dirtiest secrets: there are more slaves
today than ever before in human history.”
Dillon, a member of the band Tremolo, first came across human trafficking while touring in Russia. With the
assistance of a translator, Dillon uncovered one of the largest scams being pulled off in Europe and Asia: girls
who are offered opportunities to travel
to the West and then get tricked into
the trafficking market.
In “CALL+RESPONSE,” Dillon
shares a passionate story of learning
the stories of these children. This movie is an integration of musical performance, testimony and eyewitness coverage of the exploitation of children for
financial gain.
Dillon appealed to various record-
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ing artists to gain their support for the
movement. Performances by Moby,
Natasha Bedingfield, Matisyahu, Imogen Heap, Cold War Kids, Talib Kweli,
Five For Fighting, Switchfoot, Rocco
Deluca, and members of Nickel Creek
and Tom Petty’s Heartbreakers all set
the mood of heartache, misery, hope,
and recovery for the storytelling of this
devastating tragedy.
Civil rights activist Cornel West,
former Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright, New York Times reporter
Nicholas Kristof, and celebrity activists Daryl Hannah, Julia Ormond and
Ashley Judd all speak as expert witnesses to this human tragedy.
West, who is a professor at Princeton
University in the Center for African
American Studies, delivers a strong

narrative role in explaining the connection between music and slavery
and how it is used as a rallying cry for
the modern abolitionist.
Dillon takes activism to a new level
with this ground-breaking film. It is
first in its genre to not only focus on
the topic, but to be funded completely
by donations.
Dillon pioneers this new form of
activism to step past the involvement
of governments and designated nonprofits, but encourages activism to
seep deeper into the grassroots efforts
of our communities.
As a further testimony of Dillon’s
commitment, the “CALL+RESPONSE”
Web site states that “all profits from
the use of the film, DVD, soundtrack,
iTunes downloads will be directed, by

the viewers, to these projects with clear
start and finish points.”
Dillon’s plan of attack includes all
aspects of human slavery even beyond
the sex trade. Children soldiers were
also featured in the film, proving themselves to be worthy opponents.
The film has called millions of people to respond to this revolution, and
the Web site currently features a list
of over 33 responses with varying degrees of effort. Dillon caps the movie
with the question being asked on campuses and in cities everywhere: “What
will your response be?”
Warning: Viewing this movie may
cause a revolution in your own heart.
Symptoms may include restlessness, a
strong distaste for social injustice, and
a need to put such emotions into song.
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It’s been a long road, but our minds are made up

BY BLISSTER BARBER
COLUMNIST
I first fell in love with him in August of 2006. He stood in the Kibera
slum — the slum where I had lived
that summer, and the world’s largest
at that — and told the cheering Kenyans that he wanted all of America
to know their plight. That week he
took an AIDS test to denounce the
social stigma attached to HIV testing and urged the people to do the
same. His face hit the media again
in December when Pastor Rick Warren invited him to address the HIV/
AIDS pandemic at his Saddleback
Church in Colorado. “Right wing,
left wing. I’m for the whole bird,”
replied Warren in the face of conservative criticism.
Within a few months, Barack
Obama’s reputation as an eloquent
speaker and a champion of bipar-

BY BRANDON FITZSIMMONS
COLUMNIST
My friends and fellow students, allow me the chance to remove a most
incommodious burr from my proverbial saddle.
For those of you who do not know
me, I am a senior here at Taylor University; for those of you who do, you
are well aware of my adamant disdain for all things Senior Scramble.
And, after receiving the news a few
weeks ago, from a student who graduated last year, that she had recently
accepted the proposal of her recent
Taylor grad/lover after a whopping
three and a half months of committed romance, I knew it was time that
this topic made an appearance.
Now, I realize this is a touchy subject that may result in anything from
my being alienated to ostracized to
tarred and feathered and driven out
of town on a dying horse. Let me reiterate that the following diatribe is

tisanship was in the making. I, like
many others, jumped on board.
Obama has had tremendous success in his candidacy to become
president of the United States. He
overcame Hillary’s formidable war
chest by raising millions in campaign contributions of his own and
blew past her in the polls to win
the nomination. Despite Republican efforts to cast him as an underdog clawing his way to power with
a musically enchanting voice but no
content to his messages, he ‘fooled’
America and pulled Christians, academics and white-collar voters alike,
to the Left.
John McCain over the past several
months has made himself difficult to
defend. Like a young child at a birthday party, he seemed to close his
eyes, spin around in circles and attempt to pin the nomination on the
VP. He caught Sarah Palin instead. I
am the last person who wants to see
Republicans blow into Washington
and descend on the White House.
I am no fan of John McCain and I
am often disgusted by the sentences
that fall out of Sarah Palin’s mouth,
but my problem with Obama is that
I see no personal conviction or sense
of moral grounding — qualities that

I believe are essential in a national
leader.
One of my political heroes, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, writes the
following: “If you are neutral in
situations of injustice, you have
chosen the side of the oppressor. If
an elephant has its foot on the tail
of a mouse and you say that you are
neutral, the mouse will not appreciate your neutrality.” When news of
the Russia-Georgia fiasco hit the
news, Obama’s knee-jerk reaction
was to urge restraint on both sides
in a statement of evenhanded moral
equivalence. My deepest passion is
injustice, and yet I find that Obama’s
deepest passion is expedience.
Nicholas Kristof points out that
the Democrats have dropped the
ball completely in handling international sex trafficking while the
Republicans have taken significant
strides. John McCain has vowed to
make this a priority in his administration if elected. We cannot afford
neutrality here. Barack Obama may
be exactly what America needs and
I highly suspect he will win, but the
idealism in me will not allow me to
vote for him. As painful as it is, I’m
voting for John McCain.

not directed at those who have already succumbed to said phenomenon. Rather, it is humble admonition
for those who haven’t from doing
likewise.
Freshmen and transfers, as of yet,
you may not even be fully aware of
this taboo Taylor buzz phrase. But,
chances are, if you’ve ever heard
the words “ring,” “spring,” “can’t,”
“wait,” or “sex” uttered in the same
sentence, you’ve already inadvertently stumbled upon a lively discussion of just that topic.
And therein lies the two inherent
follies of the entire endeavor: First,
that as God-fearing young adults,
there is some internally-wired marital time bomb that we must each
defuse before our hopes of blessed
earthly matrimony are forever blown
to smithereens; and, secondly, that
the unquenchable fires of our bodily
passions must be acknowledged before they knock each of our moral
compasses askew.
The former is ludicrous because
of sheer arithmetic – a pool of 900
potential spouses seems a little bleak
in light of the millions that exist outside dear old Grant County – while
the latter is spiritually outrageous in
that it negates any grounds for peace,

patience and self-control.
Dating, relationships, love, and affection are each extraordinary things
in and of themselves. The fallacy, I
fear, we, as eager young husbands
and brides-to-be, often make is that
of overlooking the beautiful individuality in each stage of romance, opting instead to blend the whole gamut
of romantic sentiment into one timetabled and predictable sequence. It
is there that the true magic and mystery of sexuality is lost amid an atmosphere of flippant expectation. And,
sadly, it is that very loss that should
be prevented at all costs during our
growth here at Taylor.
Seniors and soon-to-be-seniors
alike, by all means, branch out, make
friends, risk becoming lovers, and
take your axes to the padlocks that
hold back the floodgates of sexual
tension of which so many of you often complain. However, don’t sell
your life on a whim for the sake of
the temporary security of your heart.
Life outside the Bubble is teeming
with singles ready to mingle … and,
let’s face it, your eager libidos ain’t
tanking anytime within the next halfcentury or so.

Am I a grown-up yet?
BY STEVE ETHERIDGE
OPINIONS EDITOR

One of the funny things about getting
older is learning how clueless we really
are. Just when you think you’ve got life
cornered, it scatters off into the light,
and in one bad weekend you’re served
a subpoena for something you didn’t
know was illegal and you’re married to
a woman named Cline — don’t ask.
While most of us would like to believe we’re discovering adulthood, I
think the stark reality is that most of
us are still children. The line isn’t too
discernible, but the measure of a true
man or woman encompasses more
than we assume (I’d assume).
I don’t want to write a deﬁnition for
manhood or womanhood, but I would
like to suggest that some things might
not be as maturing as we think.
For example, I don’t buy that get-

ting older and bigger, and going off
to school, conclusively indicates one’s
development. I think all of us would
agree with this, too. We all know big
babies, late sprouts, early growers,
hormonal freaks of nature, etc. We all
have uncles who, given a higher register and a good shave, might pass as
six-year-olds.
As for going to college, too often is it
a graduated summer camp experience
to offer lasting lessons in becoming
men and women. This is the school,
mind you, that uses a safety-in-numbers approach to acclimate students
to meeting and forming silly costumebased relationships with members
of the opposite sex. I’m talking about
pick-a-dates.
None of this is to say that being fun
and loud and adventurous is bad, it’s
just that it’s childish — which I think is
wonderful. It’s good to be young; youth
needs to be celebrated. But too often I
see students acting wild and uninhibited — faux drunk, if you will — and then
meeting up in small group proclaiming
to be “Morris men” or “Wengatz men.”
You have to grow up to be a man.
One of the largest steps towards becoming an adult is ﬁnancial indepen-

dence. I have a lot of respect for those
who are paying their own way through
school, and in those individuals one
can see a distinct maturity and sense
of duty. If one doesn’t know what it
means to support themselves, to live
without a parental safety net, then can
they really say they are a man or woman? I doubt it.
Again, I’m not saying it’s a bad thing
to not have crossed that threshold. I’d
consider myself a college kid. Growing up is scary, and it means resigning much of the recklessness of childhood. It doesn’t mean you can’t laugh
at words like “poop” or “annulus,” but
it does mean entering a new realm of
responsibility.
Conversely, being a kid doesn’t mean
you can’t aspire to have adult affections. The best thing we can do while
sitting at the kiddie table is embrace
compassion and be civilly conscious.
That, and seek to understand God’s
designs for children and men, and how
we can use our present roles to glorify
him. To call ourselves men and women
of God, well, that takes a lot of nerve,
because I don’t know about you, but I
still have a lot to learn from Daddy.

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print
all opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as
possible. The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.

opinions

BY BRANDON MYERS
COLUMNIST
Senator Obama has been running
for president for two of his brief four
years in Washington and has voted
with his party 96 percent of the time.
Before, he was a state legislator in
Illinois from 1997-2004 and voted
“present” 130 times. John McCain is
a decorated war hero who served in
the Navy and was a prisoner of war
for over 5 years. He has 26 years of
excellent political experience and has
served in the House and the Senate.
The name “maverick” was given to
him because he decided to not mindlessly follow his party.
We need a president who can decisively confront the imminent threat
of radical jihadists and terrorist
groups. Respected columnist Charles
Krauthammer has noted two major
foreign relations tests that demanded
responses from both candidates: the
surge in Iraq and Russia’s invasion of
Georgia.
Obama opposed the successful
surge and said the surge didn’t work
until recently, and as of June 2008,
didn’t attempt to sit down with Commanding General David Petraeus.
When Russia invaded Georgia, his
wafﬂed response was to urge both
sides to show restraint even though
it was clear Russia was the aggressor who threatened Georgia’s sovereignty.
McCain has consistently supported
the successful surge, has heeded the
advice of Gen. Petraeus, and regularly visits Iraq and Afghanistan. When
Russia invaded Georgia, McCain decisively called out Russian aggression.
We need a president who can use
prudent judgment amidst this economic crisis.
Sen. Obama wants to expand existing federal programs, spend signiﬁcantly more, and increase taxes for the
most productive in our society (which
tends to harm job creation and hinder investors). Stanford Professor of
economics John Taylor writes, “The
most worrisome aspect of Obama’s
economic plan is that he would raise
tax rates in a weak economy.”

John McCain’s economic plan has
been endorsed by over 537 economists and he, among others, warned
us about irresponsible lending. Using
sound economics, he will cut wasteful
government spending, keep tax cuts
for everyone, and reduce health care
costs to make health care accessible
for as many as possible.
Our next president will appoint
many justices to high U.S. courts.
Currently, ﬁve Supreme Court justices support upholding Roe v. Wade
and four don’t.
Obama supports Roe v. Wade, is
the most pro-abortion presidential
candidate ever, and if his words and
record mean anything, he will sign
the Freedom of Choice Act. This, according to Robert George of Princeton, “would abolish virtually every
existing state and federal limitation
on abortion, including parental consent and notiﬁcation laws for minors,
state and federal funding restrictions
on abortion, and conscience protections for pro-life citizens working in
the health-care industry-protections
against being forced to participate in
the practice of abortion or else lose
their jobs.”
Sen. Obama stated that deﬁning

when life begins is above his pay
grade, and he and his wife actively
condemned the Supreme Court decision to ban partial-birth abortion. If
you vote for Obama and he maintains
his voting record and proposals, simply put, you are voting for more abortions.
Sen. McCain believes that life begins at conception, has voted in favor of acts like the Born Alive Infant
Protection Act and the ban on partial-birth abortion that have reduced
the number of abortions. He ﬁrmly
believes in overruling Roe v. Wade,
which is essential to advancing the
rights of the unborn.
In every election, vote for candidates based on their established record and positions, not on the basis
of cheap rhetoric, empty promises, or
what’s trendy. Who are you voting for
and why?
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Football
(2-5, 0-3)

L, 6-24 at Ohio Dominican*
Upcoming Games:
Sat 1 p.m. at Marian*

Cross Country

(Men 7th of 28 at U. of Wisconsin)
Upcoming meets:
MCC Championships (11/8)
(Women 12th of 31 at
U. of Wisconsin)
Upcoming meets:
MCC Championships (11/8)

Basketball

(Men)
Upcoming games:
Taylor Classic
6 p.m. Fri (11/7) vs OSU Marion
(Women)
Upcoming games:
Taylor Tip-Off
8 p.m. Fri vs Marygrove
2 p.m. Sat vs Madonna

Volleyball

(28-7, 7-0)
Madonna Tournament
W, 3-0 vs Michigan-Dearborn
W, 3-0 vs Berry College
W, 3-0 vs Trinity Int’l
L, 2-3 vs Madonna
W, 3-1 vs Spring Arbor*
Upcoming games:
6 p.m. Sat vs Indiana Tech
7 p.m. Wed at Huntington*

Soccer

(Men 6-11-1, 2-4-1)
Upcoming games:
MCC Tournament First Round
7 p.m. Sat at Bethel
(Women 11-6, 4-4)
L, 1-2 at St. Francis*
Upcoming games:
MCC Tournament First Round
3:30 p.m. Sat at St. Francis
* denotes MCC match
(home games indicated in bold)
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Seniors Paige Rudolph, Alex Daniel, junior Bethany Ballard, and seniors Jacob Bream, Nikki Kassebaum and Daniel Cox look forward to a bright future for the 2008-2009 Taylor Basketball season.

Men’s & Women’s Basketball Preview
By Carrie Bragg
Sports Editor

For men’s basketball Head Coach
Paul Patterson, this year will expand
on a 30-year journey and a record of
656-297 (.702). This season’s focus, he
says, will remain on playing with a uniﬁed purpose on and off the court.
“We want to go with guys who want
to compete hard with their teammates
and understand that this is a faith
journey,” he said.
Jacob Bream, who has played under
Patterson’s leadership for four years,
understands the importance of unity
within a team and is conﬁdent in the
Trojans’ ability to work together.
“We have to remember that on the
court we play as one team, not as ﬁve
individuals,” he said. “I think a big
strength for us is our cohesiveness as
a team. We have all bought into the
team concept, which is essential for us
to be successful.”
The primary goal for this ’08-’09
season is for the Trojans to “be the
best team (they) can be” in time for
the tournament, Patterson said. As a
senior, Bream will impart leadership
for this vision.
“Our ultimate goal for the season is
to take our team to the next level, win
our conference, and give ourselves a
shot at nationals,” he said.
Senior guard Daniel Cox offers up
an important perspective in embarking on such ventures this year.
“Everyone wants to win a conference
championship and a national championship, but ‘wants’ can only take a
team so far,” he said. “Our goal is to get
past that level of ‘wants’ and become a
team that actually ‘performs.’”
A deﬁnite strength in performance
this season, Patterson said, is the

number of returning players, who
have “been through the difﬁculties of
last year and understand the expectations.”
New recruits include freshmen
guards Kyle Hannaway and Jake Sittler; forwards Zach Cutshaw, Chris
Robinson and Josh Finch; and center
Jake Burkholder. Patterson will look
to the seniors to further utilize their
strengths and to lead the team, old and
new, in “making a step into the next
level of play.”
“We can do some really special
things this year as a team,” Cox said.
“I think we have all the pieces to be
a great team; it’s now up to us to put
those pieces together.”
Assisting Head Coach Patterson this
season are ﬁfth-season assistant coach
Chad Tapp, former Trojan (’86-’88),
’02-’03 assistant Eric Foister, and last
year’s team captain and graduate Bret
Burchard.
Women’s basketball Head Coach
Tena Krause hopes to lead her team
to an MCC championship and an appearance in the NAIA national tournament this season. Krause (348-238)
has entered her 20th season with the
Trojans.
Leading the team this year will be
seniors and returning captains Paige
Rudolph and Nikki Kassebaum, and
junior Bethany Ballard.
Additions to the team include
sophomore guard Morgan Achterhoff (Northwestern College, Iowa)
and freshmen guards Alissa Goeglin
and Morgan McLeish, forward Kaycee Sullivan, and center Nellie Eskew.
Forward Courtney Turner will return
for her sophomore year after having
missed last year due to an injury.
“We’re not deep in numbers, but we

Athlete of the Week: Brandon
Sport: Football Position: Offensive Lineman
Hometown: Whitmore Lake, MI Residence: “Bro Ho”
Major: Sociology Dream job: FBI Agent
Other activities on campus: Just being a Buzzy.
Favorite Food: Chipotle (Burrito: consisting of double
steak and all the ﬁxings.)
Favorite sports team: Detroit Pistons
Hobbies: When I am not preparing for football, I like to
ﬁsh and hunt.
Favorite vacation spot: My cabin in Northern Michigan.
Favorite movie: “Stand By Me”
3 words that describe you: Innovative, unpredictable
& goofy
Greatest achievement: Getting a scholarship to play
football at Taylor.
Goal for the year: To pass all of my classes.
Hidden/special talent: I like everyone.
Coke or Pepsi? Neither
Chocolate or vanilla? Chocolate
Favorite quote: “What comes around, goes around.”
Craziest thing you ever did: Chased down a man that
was breaking into my house in my Mustang and almost got
arrested for it.

have a very talented group of young ladies,” Krause said. “Many of our freshmen and sophomores will complement
the returning starters.”
As a returning starter, Rudolph is
optimistic about the new recruits and
what they will bring to the court.
“They all have a lot of talent to offer,” she said. “More importantly, they
all love being at Taylor and want to
play ball for something bigger than
themselves.”
This season, the Trojans will rely
heavily on a consistent outside shooting effort and a heightened level of
speed.
“We have quick guards, so we will be
looking to push the ball more this year,
and we have good post players that
will demand some attention inside,”
Kassebaum said.
A small unit, the Lady Trojans’ size
and youth are working in their favor.
“With such a small team (only 11
players), our chemistry on and off the
court is amazing,” Ballard said. “It is
so evident with this team that everyone has the same goals in mind, with
our main focus on glorifying God.”
A focus on God is what Rudolph
suggests will pull the team through a
tough conference.
“Our team’s verse is Ephesians
3:20-21, which talks about God doing
‘immeasurably more than all we ask or
imagine,’” she said. “We’re believing
that this year and can’t wait to see how
things turn out.”
The Lady Trojans will honor 2003
grad Carrie Chivington-Roeth, a former Lady Trojan that passed away this
summer due to cancer, in tonight’s
Taylor Tip-Off game against Marygrove at 8 p.m.

Brenizer

Hidden/Special Talent:
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“I like everyone.”

Sports
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Freshman Betsy Brown and senior Jenny Peterson go up for a block during
Wednesday’s win over Spring Arbor.

Trojans defeat Spring Arbor to
secure lead in MCC
By Jordyn Kight
Staff Writer

The Trojans (28-7, 7-0) remain on
the top of the Mid-Central Conference
after defeating Spring Arbor University
during a four-game match Wednesday
evening (25-16, 25-22, 21-25, 25-6).
The match secured the No. 19
(NAIA) Trojans with a share of the
MCC title, as they remain ranked ﬁrst
place in the conference.
Opening the match, the Trojans
came out strong over the Cougars. They
utilized their attack with a .325 hitting
percentage and limited the Cougars to
a hitting clip of .075. Taking the lead
by ten at 23-13, the Trojans quickly
took the game 25-16.
The Cougars picked up their level
of play in game two and the score remained close. The Cougars went ahead
16-12, but after a timeout was taken
by the Trojans, they came back and
scored six straight points. The Cougars
tried to make a comeback, but the Trojans held them off, winning the game
25-22.
The Cougars took the lead in game
three after several errors by the Trojans. Unable to redeem themselves,
the Trojans lost this game 21-25.
The Trojans walked back on the
court after the break with the effort and
determination seen in the ﬁrst game.
They took a 12-0 lead over the Cougars
and won the ﬁnal game 25-6 after an

ace by sophomore Jackie Geile.
There were several noteworthy individual performances recognized
throughout the night. Freshman Bethany Beck led the team with 13 kills
and sophomore Terra White followed
with 11 kills. Freshman Betsy Brown
recorded 50 assists and 3 kills, while
senior Lindsey Bayle ﬁnished with 21
digs. Senior Jenny Peterson led the
team with four blocks.
“I think we started really well, and
I think we ﬁnished really well,” Head
Coach Brittany Smith said. “In the
middle, I don’t think we could feel too
proud of what we put out on the ﬂoor.
We really let Spring Arbor dictate the
pace of the game. They have got some
great things going, but clearly I think
we showed that we can play better. It’s
always a goal of a good team to get better and not play at the pace of your opponents.”
The Trojans will play their ﬁnal
home match of the regular season
against Indiana Tech in Odle Area on
Saturday at 6 p.m. The team will also
recognize its seniors before the start of
the match.
“We face opponents similar to
their style of play,” Smith said. “They
are very versatile on the offense, and
they just play. We have a lot of different weapons, and we are going to look
to utilize and ﬁnd match ups that go
against them well.”

